Utility of the nasal model in gene transfer studies in cystic fibrosis.
Despite advances in the treatment for cystic fibrosis (CF), life expectancy for affected patients remains dramatically curtailed. Recent years have produced a spectacular increase in our understanding of the genetic, molecular and physiological bases of this disease. Gene transfer is a new and conceptually-attractive potential treatment for CF. A number of centres have undertaken preliminary human gene-therapy trials. Central to these trials has been the use of the nasal model in gene transfer studies. While the eventual target of gene therapy in CF will be the lungs, the nasal administration of vector offers a number of advantages over the tracheobronchial tree in early experimentation. Implicit in the use of the nasal model is the potential for rhinologic variables to influence the results. We review our own gene transfer studies as well as series from other institutions, considering the role of nasal factors in the experiments' outcomes. Rhinologic variables may, at least partially, potentially explain the sometimes disparate results reported in this emerging area of scientific interest.